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Download Old Versions Of Google Chrome Torrent

0 1271 97 If you don't want Chrome to automatically update to the newer version 24 that is causing all these issues DO NOT update your profile.. May 13, 2014  Going back to earlier versions of Chrome and keeping them from updating.. I want the older version because it do not keep crashing my system I can't even use Chrome now unless I go to an older version on my XP PC or use the Admin login with an older version on Chrome on
my win7 pc.. When do you plan on fixing this problem? NaughtyNimitz 8/1/2013, 23:52 น Go here to download the previous Chrome version 23.. How can I get any work done if I can't use the program I have been to many websites and it looks like a lot of people have the same problem and some have been having them for a very long time.

This way you can use Chrome until they fix version 24 (ไม่รู้จัก) 27/3/2013, 23:31 น.. Right now I am using Opera to see this page When I try to use Chrome it either Freeze my PC, Crash it or reboot it.. Instead, and what has been done so far to solve it ' – Moritz, martin clayton, Andrew Morton, Donald Duck, stuartd If this question can be reworded to fit the rules in the, please.. I have been doing this for 3 days without any issues and it
hasn't updated to the new version yet.. You can still sign in to your old account without issue You will just get an initial box saying your profile only works in a newer version of Chrome and then goes away.
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The users who voted to close gave this specific reason: • 'Questions asking us to recommend or find a book, tool, software library, tutorial or other off-site resource are off-topic for Stack Overflow as they tend to attract opinionated answers and spam.. (ไม่รู้จัก) 30/4/2013, 12:44 น Kara Silor 30/4/2013, 12:46 น.. Downloading an old version of Google Chrome from Closed as off-topic by,,,, Oct 2 '17 at 14:09 This question appears to be off-
topic.
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